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About This Content
The PostMortem Character Pack adds 4 more new and unique playable characters for Killing Floor as Downloadable Content.
Once you have bought the pack, they will become selectable in the character selection screen in-game.

Harold Hunt

Harold was the front man for the underground punk band "The Fecking Nancies", who played mingin' pubs and bars all over
South London. And if he wasn't screaming into a microphone about anarchy and chaos he was out causing it by kicking the shite
out of cockneys, chavs and pikies before stealing their bling. Courtesy of the Horzine outbreak, he's finding out what real
anarchy and chaos is.
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Kerry Fitzpatrick

After disfiguring one inmate in his last prison fight, the others stopped calling "Kerry" a girl's name. During his transfer to the
high-security psych ward at Broadmoor, he watched the guards get eaten by a herd of crazed, emaciated mutants. Kerry took
pleasure ripping apart the monsters before looting the dead prison guards. From life in prison to a free man in seconds, Kerry
has found a world where he truly fits in.

Trooper Clive Jenkins

When he wasn't jumping out of airplanes and breaking heads for the British government, Jenks could usually be found getting
rat-arsed in the pubs of Aldershot and picking fights with civvies. C Company was on standby when word of the outbreak
struck. They loaded into the Herc and jumped over London. Straight into a mob of chainsaw-wielding nutters. Come and get
some, ya ponces!

Paramedic Alfred Anderson

Working nightshift for the hospital can be interesting. It's also a good place to stock up on supplies when the whole city has
turned into a cannibalistic feeding frenzy. Well equipped and knowledgeable, Alfred's a good ally to have when a fleshless
creature is beating down your door.
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Asteroids and Geometry Wars fans would like this: a twin-stick shooter that is fun in bursts. An inexpensive and solid game!.
WARNING!!!!! The DLC for this game has ALWAYS ONLINE DRM!!! You will not be able to play the downloadable
content if Steam is in offline mode. Had I known this was the case I would have never bought it!. the graphics are so good that i
have to recommend this game, even though all there is to do in it is walk around, kick stuff and talk to the locals, who will say
different things depending on the weather in your area. fun to play for five minute intervals. if you have ADHD and care about
the weather but are afraid to go outside, this is the game for you. I tried to play this game, but it's nearly impossible... Just a big
forest and me in car driving around when nothing happens. A lots of bugs, car can bug with the doors which doesn't let you
move, can't equip weapons, there's 0 information about what to do, hud include only health bar... Is this even a game?. Funny
and good looking puzzle game. Very Good Game
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Just played around with a buddy for an hour. Great game! Definitely gonna bust this out at parties. Felt pretty balanced for the
1v1 action I tried and win ratio was about 50\/50 with each of us taking turns as the boss. Was also cool to fight from the bosses
perspective. Highly recommend this game. Can't wait to see the third planned boss!
Note: I got this game for free because I had purchased the original, Nemesis Perspective. This feels much more polished and
balanced. Plus the second boss is really epic to play\/fight
Edit: Had some more people over today. Multiplayer action with 4 players is nuts! We kept switching off and had a couple more
hours of fun. This game is a gem in my VR library!. I bought this game on a steam sale for around $1-2 and it was worth every
cent. Considering I loved Tron when I was younger, and still do, I guess I was always going to like this game. It may not be the
most graphically advanced game, but the gameplay is fantastic.
Every level brought something new, it didn't feel repeditive at all, and on normal difficulty it offered a good challange, so going
straight to hard difficulty is not required. If I had to list a con in the game it would probably be the cut scenes, as they were a
little dragged out.
Basically, I would say that if you can get this game on a discount buy it. If it's not on discount and you just want a good solid
gameplay experience, absolutely buy it. Full price is cheap and its worth it.. Easy, simple and great !
Interface and level design are very minimalistic
One minus - no options menu
9\/10. Buggy and unfinished. Never been updated. Rifler <3. Love the game. great dlc that adds replay value
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